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UAS Magazine Announces
Preliminary Agenda for 2018 UAS
Summit & Expo
Produced by UAS Magazine, UAS Summit will provide
attendees with a comprehensive overview of the current
state of the unmanned aircraft systems industry.

Grand Forks, ND – (July 12, 2018) – UAS Magazine announced this week the agenda for the 12th annual UAS
Summit & Expo, the upper Midwest’s premier unmanned aircraft systems event. Taking place August 20-22 in
Grand Forks, North Dakota, the 2018 event, focused on both small and large unmanned aircraft systems – will
feature industry and military leaders, UAV manufacturers, payload providers, designers, and commercial operators
with the most important insight of today’s UAS world.
“North Dakota is one of the major industry hubs for commercial UAS activity,” says John Nelson, sales & marketing
director for UAS Magazine. “This year’s event will showcase every sector of the UAS industry and match
commercial UAS service providers with attendees looking to better understand new technologies and services.”
The 2018 program will provide in-depth analysis and timely presentations from 40-plus speakers focused on the
following for both small and large unmanned aircraft systems:
• Trends in large UAS operations in defense and civil
• New materials for small UAS platforms
• What investors and government agencies want from UAS-linked firms
• Realities of counter UAS
• Near-term opportunities for drone delivery
• UAV service models that generate real revenue
• Keynote presentation by United States Airforce
The Summit, taking place in the “Silicon Valley of Drones," offers the most open airspace in the country, vast tracts
of farmland, infrastructure to test on and the nation’s first unmanned aircraft degree program. Now in its 12th year,
The Summit will match UAS service providers with end-use clients through an event special-pass and will conclude
on Wednesday with a tour of the University of North Dakota’s UAS Center lab.
“Similar to last year, we’ll have remarks from the North Dakota congressional delegation and state leadership,” says
Luke Geiver, editor of UAS Magazine. “We’ll also have input from the world’s leading UAS test site, as well as UAS
flight and operation demos in the Alerus arena.”
To view the final agenda: UAS Summit & Expo
To view more stories on the UAS industry, visit: UASMagazine.com

About UAS Magazine
For commercial manufacturers and operators, UAS Magazine offers digital content, exclusively highlighting the most
critical developments and cutting-edge technologies for unmanned aerial systems in the civil, agriculture, defense
and commercial markets worldwide. UAS Magazine’s readership includes executives, directors, managers and

operators from companies and organizations focused on expanding their knowledge of unmanned aerial
systems. UAS Magazine is an industry hub connecting decision-makers, who are looking for new technologies, with
the most innovative companies.
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